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Febrary 14 electios in Kosovo Pipos exit poll
Vetvendosja is in top with 44.2%

chicago, 22.01.2021, 23:17 Time

Tviliret Chicago - The PIPOS Institute has prepared the next survey regarding the ranking of parties before the February 14
elections in Kosovo. The questionnaire included the answers of 1500 people. The results were published in the show 'Rubikon' Klan
Kosova.

According to the data, Lëvizja Vetëvendosje leads convincingly with 44.2% of the votes, the second is PDK with 20.40% and the third
LDK with 17.35%. AAK has 7.15% and Nisma has remained below the threshold of entering the Assembly. These are the results for
the question: "Which party will you vote for in the parliamentary elections?".

After long debates in a marathon meeting, the Central Election Commission in Kosovo has decided not to certify the lists of candidates
for MPs of Albin Kurti Vetëvendosje Movement, Ramush Haradinaj Alliance for the Future of Kosovo and Fatmir Limaj NISMA.

The reason is that in their lists there were persons convicted by a final decision in the last 3 years. The CEC demanded that they be
replaced, but the parties refused. CEC Chairwoman Valdete Daka said it was not fair not to certify other candidates who had no
problems with the law, but most argued that the list was all accepted or rejected.

The meeting was marked by strong clashes between Daka and representatives of Vetëvendosje. Non-certified political parties have
the right to appeal to the Election Complaints and Appeals Panel, as well as to the Supreme Court.

The CEC has certified the lists of LDK and PDK, as these two parties have replaced the candidates in their lists who have had
problems with the law. Elections for the Assembly of Kosovo will be held on February 14.
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